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Introduction

tion of the program counter (e.g., “return from
service request()”), the value of a variable
(e.g., “x > 25”), or the triggering of an I/O
event (e.g., “received network packet containing 0xEABD”). Building on these basic elements,
we can construct predicates that define one particular state of the distributed system.

Many algorithms have been developed for detecting deadlock in distributed systems. Most
assume the ability to identify a priori each
lock use, either automatically or by requiring
manual annotation. On the other hand, relatively little research has gone into livelock detection, possibly due to confusion about the
term itself—in the past, the computing literature has used the term livelock inconsistently
to mean starvation, infinite execution, or simply the failure to maintain liveness.

Second, we dynamically monitor the system to
determine when states are entered. There is a
trade-off between precise but potentially intrusive monitoring and low overhead but less accurate schemes. Third, we observe state transitions and detect lack of progress within a fixed
time: in essence we build a ‘watchdog timer’ to
recognize application-level standstill. Finally,
if standstill is detected, we attempt to repair
the situation and, if required, notify the user.

In this paper we propose a general dynamic
framework for detecting deadlock and livelock
in distributed systems. We unify both of these
undesirable occurances under the general term
standstill: a system is at a standstill if no forward progress is being made. This is an inherently domain-specific concept that ranges from
simple circular synchronization problems (traditional deadlock) to application-level and even
user-level notions of progress.

In the remainder of this short paper we first
briefly survey related work, elaborate on our
notions of forward progress and standstill, describe our algorithm in more detail, present an
initial prototype, and discuss future research
challenges.

For example, consider the following ‘reliable’
data transfer protocol. The message is broken
down into individual packets, which are sent in
groups via UDP to the destination. As each
group is received, an acknowledgement packet
is returned to the sender indicating which packets were not received and hence need to be resent. The absence of a timeout is a bug. In
the pathological case where all packets are lost,
the receiver is stuck waiting for a packet and
the sender is stuck waiting for an acknowledgement. The system is at a standstill.
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Related Work

Previous solutions for deadlock and livelock detection can be divided into several broad categories. Distributed deadlock detection algorithms require knowledge of each lock acquisition and release and do not handle any form of
livelock [7, 14].

Dynamic analysis tools monitor a running program. Most search for a loop in a graph of allocated resources and pending requests [10, 13]
but do not generally extend to distributed sysWe have developed a four stage framework to
tems.
detect these—and more complex—situations.
First, we obtain or derive a set of predicates Model checking tools, such as Spin [6] and
on the distributed systems’ execution state. TLA [8], utilize a model of the distributed sysEach atom of a predicate refers to a particu- tem. Using formal methods, the state space is
lar process and will typically concern the loca- verified exhaustively. One drawback to model
3

Breach of Safety Properties: The safety property of distributed systems states that the application will not perform an incorrect action
or enter an undesirable state2 [12]. By adding
a temporal attribute to the application state,
we say that if the program does not make forward progress within some time bound it is
livelocked. For example, if the temporal rule
“a response is sent for every request within 10
seconds” fails then the server is deemed to be
at a standstill.

checking techniques is the abstraction imposed
by the model; differences between the model
and program implementation may result in undetected flaws.
Static analysis tools analyze the application
source code. For example, RacerX [4] uses
source code annotations of lock acquisition and
release operations to detect potential deadlocks
in multi-threaded systems. It is unclear how effective static analysis could be for highly nondeterministic distributed systems.

Creating the appropriate liveness specifications
for a given application requires detailed domain
3 Forward progress. . . or lack thereof
knowledge about the program’s intended beWe state informally that an application makes havior and internals of its implementation.
forward progress when it performs useful computation towards termination1 . As long as the
program is executing as the programmer in- 3.2 Deadlock
tended, it is making forward progress. This
clearly requires detailed knowledge of the apA set of threads is deadlocked if each thread is
plication’s intended behavior.
waiting for an event that can only be generated
Conversely, standstill represents the lack of for- by another thread in the set [16]. The event is
ward progress. Both deadlocked and livelocked usually the release of a resource protected by
systems are at a standstill.
a lock, and therefore deadlock reduces to the
inability to acquire a lock.
The choice of lock implementation depends on
the application’s resource usage patterns. OpAlthough numerous inconsistent definitions of erating systems use fine-grained spinlocks to
livelock have been used in the literature, the protect data held for short periods of time. A
database may delegate lock management to an
term usually connotes one of the following:
external distributed lock manager provided by
Starvation: Systems with a non-zero service the operating system [3].
cost and unbounded input rate may experience
starvation. For example, if an operating system Although the internals of each lock implemenkernel spends all of its time servicing interrupts tation differ, on close inspection they all behave in a similar fashion when a deadlock octhen user processes will starve [11].
curs. The application’s individual processes are
Infinite Execution: The individual processes of still running, but execution is confined to the
an application may run successfully, but the ap- lock implementation code. In this case, forward
plication as a whole may be stuck in a loop [15]. progress is the ability to acquire the lock, and
For example, a naı̈ve browser loads web page A the lack of forward progress is deadlock.
that redirects to page B that erroneously redirects back to page A. Another example is a
2
The associated liveness property states that the proprocess stuck traversing a loop in a corrupted gram eventually performs a correct action. This only
specifies that the action will complete after an infinite
linked list.
3.1

Livelock

sequence of steps and does not provide a fixed time
bound; it is not desirable to define a livelocked system
using the liveness property.

1

Or in the case of a server or daemon, computation
towards the completion of a service request.
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void transmit (msg)
{
for (idx = 0; idx < msg.count; ) {
for (loop = 0; loop < batch_size &&
idx < msg.count; loop++, idx++) {
write (socket, msg[idx]);
}

ify a higher-level liveness metric such as “the
packet has been acknowledged” or “the web
page has been rendered”.
A state predicate may encompass any aspect
of the environment in which processes execute:
values in the processes’ memory or registers (including program counter), the state of the underlying OS, the contents of disks and other
peripherals, and packets within any intermediary network.

(1)
read (socket, ack);
/* resend missing pieces */
}
}

Figure 1: Sample client code to transmit a message that has been subdivided into msg.count
4.2
pieces.
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Detection

The first task of standstill detection is to recognize fulfilled state predicates. As the application executes, the system must recognize when
the program enters a state described by an attached predicate. There are different ways to
do this depending on the placement of the signatures.

Standstill Detection

As described previously, our general framework
for detecting distributed systems at a standstill involves predicates, dynamic state detection, and state transitions. First, predicates are
generated for the application, with each predicate characterizing a state of the computation.
In addition, a set of temporal rules indicating
valid compositions of the states is created. The
state predicates and temporal rules are collectively called a liveness signature.

If the signatures appear as code annotations
then an additional co-routine and runtime library can monitor the program and signal
whenever a liveness state has been reached. Alternatively, an external agent can watch the
target application and trigger a signal when a
Next comes dynamic detection of individual
state is entered. Hybrid solutions involving dystates and the composition of these using the
namic code modifications are also possible.
liveness signatures to determine if the system
is at a standstill. Finally, a mechanism is pro- State predicates are built from two types of
vided to automatically repair and recover the atomic triggers. Value conditions depend on
the contents of an object, such as a memory
distributed system.
location, disk block, or network packet. Temporal conditions indicate events such as a cer4.1 Liveness Signatures
tain line of code being executed or a network
packet being received. By analogy with debugA liveness signature is a partial specification ging, these are named respectively watchpoints
of application states that are significant in de- and breakpoints.
termining whether a program is making forward progress, and the valid transitions be4.3 Composition
tween those states. For example, consider the
code shown in Figure 1. The trivial state prediEach state predicate only indicates that the
cate pc = (1) defines the state batch sent where
program is making forward progress at an inthe client has successfully transmitted a batch
stant in time. The developer must specify a set
of packets and is awaiting an acknowledgement.
of rules which specify the valid transitions beLiveness signatures are not limited to synchro- tween the liveness states and, optionally, time
nization operations; they are indicative of de- bounds on those transitions. For example, Figsired application behavior and will often spec- ure 2 illustrates that the state ack received must
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Our prototype is based on the PDB debugger [5], which has been implemented within
the Xen virtual machine monitor [1], to check
liveness signatures in distributed applications.
Figure 2: State transition map
PDB’s unique placement within a virtual machine monitor enables it to synchronously conbe visited between batch sent and message sent trol all of the processes of a distributed appliand that this must occur within 10 seconds of cation and access the entire execution environment including operating systems, system lithe previous visit to batch sent.
braries, and virtual devices.
The same diagnostic mechanism used to detect
the presence of liveness states is used to verify the transitions between the states. Either a 5.1 Liveness Signatures
co-routine or an external agent can use a simple watchdog timer. When a liveness state is Our prototype uses a Python client to issue
reached the algorithm checks that the liveness commands over TCP to a daemon process runsignature is valid given the history of previously ning in a Xen control VM. The daemon is reseen states and, if so, resets the timer. If the sponsible for interacting with the target protimer fires before another valid state is reached, cesses, and the client is responsible for detectthe system is deemed at a standstill.
ing the liveness signatures.
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The client allows a developer to implement liveness signatures in Python. Considering the dining philosophers example shown in Figure 3,
the following code detects whether or not the
system is at a standstill:

Recovery & Repair

If the monitor detects a system at a standstill,
it can continue to trace the target processes
and display diagnostic data to the developer.
By single stepping the program, it is possible
to determine precisely which lines of code are
executing, inspect the call graphs for each process, list which variables are being accessed and
modified, and investigate network and disk I/O
operations. In combination this data can aid a
developer in uncovering the cause of the problem.

p1 = context vmid1 pid1
p2 = context vmid2 pid2
p3 = context vmid3 pid3
def process is blocked(p):
return p.blocked()
and (p.at pc((2)) or p.at pc((3)))
def standstill():
return process is blocked(p1)
and process is blocked(p2)
and process is blocked(p3)
Watcher.subscribe(standstill, event consumer)

p.blocked indicates whether the OS thinks
that the process is blocked, and the final line
notifies the user when the standstill condition
becomes true.

In a production system, the monitor can collect
the above debug information for later analysis and can also attempt to automatically “repair” the application. For example, by periodically checkpointing the distributed application,
we can subsequently time-warp a system at a
standstill to a previous state and allow it to
run anew. The ensuing run may complete successfully if the original error was the result of
non-deterministic execution.

5.2

Overhead

We have performed an initial evaluation of
our prototype, both to measure the worst-case
6

(2)
(3)
(4)

while (true)
{
ponder()
get left fork()
get right fork()
eat()
release left fork()
release right fork()
}

Liveness signature detection imposes at most
a 10 to 15% overhead. The higher rate at 125
msec are most likely due to scheduling artifacts.

6

Ongoing Research Challenges

There are numerous refinements that can be
made to each of the four phases of the algorithm. Here we briefly discuss some challenges
we have identified.

Figure 3: Dining Philosophers Pseudo-Code
overhead and to explore its use in a more realistic setting. All tests were performed with
Xen 1.3 on a 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon, with 512MB
allocated to the Xen control VM and 32MB to
each user VM where the tests ran under Linux
2.4.27. For each test, the average and standard
deviation of multiple runs is provided.

6.1

Signatures

Signatures could be extended to include
application-specific data such as performance
counters [2] and other event sources. Furthermore we are interested in determining
To test worst case absolute overhead, we wrote how much benefit might be gained from addia small microbenchmark that simply invokes tional historical information such as a program
the signature detection engine 10,000 times counter trace [9].
with either a watchpoint or a breakpoint. The In addition, our present implementation reaggregate cost was 118.5 ± 0.5 sec in the former quires the developer to create liveness signacase and 82.8 ± 0.4 sec in the latter, a fairly tures manually based on debugger primitives
substantial overhead.
relating to program state. The signatures
should be incorporated into a high level language to facilitate their use. We are also interested in investigating the automatic generation
of signatures via supervised learning.

This is mainly due to trapping into the Xen
VMM, context switching into the administrative VM, and forwarding the events across the
network to the remote Python client. We took
this approach in our prototype since it allows
for considerable development flexibility. We
anticipate a significant performance improvement by pushing more of the detection logic
closer to the processes being monitored.

6.2

The present architecture currently checks for
forward progress every time the application
triggers a liveness signature. While this is useful when analyzing potentially buggy software,
a significant performance slowdown is incurred.
Instead, the agent can periodically check to see
if the target is at a standstill. This results in a
trade-off between detection precision and overall performance.

As a more realistic measurement of overhead
for the entire standstill detection framework,
we ran the simple dining philosophers example
with 3 philosophers, each in its own VM. The
processes synchronized by sending messages
across TCP sockets. We varied the amount of
time spent eating on line (4) and measured the
number of philosophers that got to eat each
second.
6.3
eat time (msec,
uniform distribution)

0 < t ≤ 125
0 < t ≤ 250
0 < t ≤ 500
0 < t ≤ 1, 000

Xen

Recovery & Repair

Xen + PDB

We are actively working on building support for
“time warp” repair—returning to a safe checkpointed state—in the case of standstill detection. It may also be possible to repair by di-

(number of meals per sec)

8.55 ± 0.88
6.13 ± 0.09
3.10 ± 0.05
1.67 ± 0.09

Composition

8.97 ± 0.69
5.47 ± 0.41
3.06 ± 0.05
1.50 ± 0.07
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